**Style Sheet: Food, Bottle, Diaper (and Incidentals) Route Deliveries**

1. Infants who are 4 months need to be fed every 4 hours and infants 6 months need to be fed every 6 hours.
2. A refrigerator needs to be dedicated to baby bottles filled with formula (one day supply). This refrigerator also needs to hold food for toddlers not yet eating adult food.
3. Food is shipped frozen and gets stored in large chest freezers.
4. Insulated bags with ice packs are used to transport food from chest freezers to small refrigerators (into the refrigerator section and not the freezer). Frozen food will thaw in a refrigerator compartment. God will assign pickup and delivery routes on a daily basis.
5. After feeding an infant, place the dirty bottle in a rack that will be picked up. When a dirty rack is picked up, an empty rack needs to be dropped off.
6. A clipboard will hold a form listing extras for adults (hair products, deodorant, toothpaste, etc.)